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AN INV~~IGATION 0 F PLUG AND SLO~ WELDS
~ - - ~ - - - ~ - - ~ - ~ ~ - - - - - ~
INTRO DUCTION
Plug welding Is a method of joining two members
where a hole in one member 1s filled with weld metal at
When the
hole is other than rouFld the weld is ealled a slot weld.-
-'rhe general' prao'tfoe at present is to avoid plug welda .
whenever posslble,not only because they are not as eeon-
onieal 8S fillet welds, but also beca.use there has been
~onsiderable doubt and distrust as to their strength and
relia.bility. At the present time plug welds are permis-
s.ible under the .•1merio8n Petroleum In.stitute-American
Sooiety of Mechanical' Engineers Code a.t very cO!lservat1ve
figures, which were based on a limited number or tests·
made in England in 1929. The purpose of' this investiga-
tion is to determine the design, welding procedure, and
reliability ot tho strength ot plug 8fld slot welds.
Plug welds have applioations where they can be
used at an advantage over other types of' welds. In a fil-
let welded jo1nt where th~re Is not enough available spa.'ee
to develop the strength ot the member by. fillet welds,
plug welds can be used to provide additional streng:th.
~ - ~ - - - - - - _. - -- - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - ~ -
* British Engine, Boller, and Electrical In$\1lrance Compant
Technical Report 1929, 101/105
i·
.. ~
Plug welds oan also be used in place of overhead fillet$
in such cases as in battledeok bridge flooring and in
strengthening plate girders by welding on additional oover
plfltes. Fillet welded lap ·type pipe Joints which can be
welded from the outside only oaB be stiffened considerably
by the addi-tlon ora seri"es of' 'plug weld'a around the lap
, ~ . . ....
acting with the fillet. Plug welds also afford a conveni-
ent way ot attaching additioDt;l to the existing buildings.
Some form or plug welding 15 nec,essary wher.e a watertight
welded plates are attached to narrow' frames such as in the
rUdder of a ship where most of the welding must b$ done
from outside~ One important property at plug welds 1s that
the distortions or the member due to the shrinkage of the
weld metal seems to be praotically negligible. This prop-
erty has its important applioation in plate work where
plate distortions due to fillet welding bas limited the
application of welding in plate fabrication.
The present literature on the SUbject of plug
welds indioates an uncertainty and distrust in this type
at welding probably because of the soarcity of' e.xper1m.ent-
&1 data on the SUbject. Prior to 1930 the tend.e;t'f.cy was to
f111 up the holes completely and base the strength of the
.pl:t:tgon; 1ts shear area which was assumed ~,Qual to the area
at ~he bole. Sinee that time however, it has "been contended
that the weld metal could not penetrate into the periphery
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of the hole. Consequently the diameter of the actual shear
area should be less than the diameter or the hole, The re-
. ,
eegt 'tendency is to ma.ke the d.lameter of the holes greater
than twice the pla.te thlcknes,s and. to build a fillet around
inside the hole, the strength ofwhlch wOuld be determined
by the length or clroumteranee ot its celiter ot srevity.
This idea seems to have come trom the effort 'to relate every-
thing in terms or fillet welds and also from the tear that
the weld metal l1:light crack due to the shrimkageof a large
mass of weld metal in a filled hole. '1'he two design theo-
ries suggested for the a.bove types are as follows:
A.P.!. - A.S.M.E. Code.
FilletPlli1gs
Pa •. X (o.a/3t) fa O.707t 0.909
(based on the Americanialding SOciety shear values)
where: Fe • allowable load 0$ plug wtllds in 'shear -pOl:1nds
D - diameter or hole - inomes
t lI: ~hlckness of Jj)+a>t~ ain~slz&"of the we14
(tillet,;slze made:aqtlal,to$hlckness of'
the plate) - inches ' , ". '
r a lI: al1o\f~J)"le shear uni t stress - pounds per
square 1nch
( .'
A, W. S. value is 11,300 p •. s.l~
The taotor "0.68" Is ~ •. x 0.80. It being assumed.
4
t11l:1t the weld ..ill. be eighty per cent·· ~rficiemt.
The tactorO.909 ~epresents.the averasc'value 01'
til fillet weld on ¢l,elrcle; I.e., tbeaverage of the 1.'1110t
01lehundt"sd per cent et'i'iclent at right angles to the d~­
rectlon ot loadln.g and with. tne tIllet seven.ty~:five per
oent efficient parallel to the direction ot loading. 1'hls
faotor enters the equation because, 01' the experimental tact
that fIllet welds parallel to the. dlrec'tlon 01' loadIng are
only a6vent:1-tlve per cent a.sertiaient as :fillet welds
transverse to the direction of. loading.
~ TEST l'ac>~RA14. (Fig.l)
A. EFFECT OF'rliE TYPE OF TEST SPECIWN
1. "Eocentrio tension shear teet
2. Oonoentrio tensiQn shear test
B.
3. Compression shear t.est (Fie.2)
EFFECT OF TYPE 0 F WELD
1. F111ed plugs
2. Fillet around hole
C. RELATION BETWEEN SIZE 0 F HOLE AtlD
THICDESS OF PLATE
1~ FO'rwel,dabill;~y
2. 3trength and reliability
3. For economy"
5D. RELATION BETWEEM DEP1fH OF PLUG AND
SIZE OF HOLE
1. In compression shear
2. In eccentrio tension shear
,
E. EFFECT OF DIFFEltENf :BRUDS AND TYPES OF
ELECTRODES ON TO STRENGTH OF PLUG WELDS
; ,1. Compression '~hear. ,tests
(a) Simple plugs
(0) Continuous plugs
2. Shear tests (!)f weld metal in slotted
'plate speolme1'ls
....~
F. PLUG WELDS MADE IN TliE VERTIOAL .POSITION'
Q~ EFFECT OF Cl.IRRENT ON THE STRENGTH AND
WELDABILITY
H. PLUG WELD TENSION TESTS
I. COMPllESSIOI{ Sr!!U,H TEST6QF SLOT WELDS
1. !.oad deflect Ion ourves ot lomgitudinal
sad transvepse fl11e42s1et welds (Fig.S)
J.PLUG AND FILLE'!' LAP 101m 'fESTS
1. Strength atided, by plugs
(a) Spaoing of plugs
PREPARATION OF sPECIlQlNS !HDWELDIItfG FRaCE.DURE
The holes In all the spe,olmens were drilled ill the
shop. The slota wore irilled a'ne. ehlppedso the desired
size would be known wit~~eeura.ei~. ,c'!lil,e pla?tes"f0;r;' the ~ep.-,
sion specimens were sawed from universal-rolled bars and no
further machining wasn~.eesstiry. 'rhe 'plates usetl in the
compression shear tests had the inside corners rounded to
avoid digging of the ple,tea as they slid over eaoh other
during testing~ The ends were tllced to insure e. square
bearing on the shear testing rig and on the head ot the
testing me.chlne~ The slotted shear test specimens were
cut from 9 by 4 by 3/8 In'.ill.tea ~ l"l;rst the two hol.es
were dri~led for the loading pinert and then the one-inch
wide slot was cut in the oenter and filled with ,weld metal~
The baoking-up st1"ip waa then faoed orf and the tW0 lis-in'.
45-degree slots were cut into l/S-in. holes drilled on the
ceater line. This specimen provide.s a shear area ot weld
metal 3/S by 1/2 in.
A special welding procedure is neoessary to insure
goOQ fusion and uniforrtll ty of plug weld.s'. Allot tIle welds
were made by the writer who had the assistance of Mr.' Key-
ser in establishing the welding prooedure. Unlike straight
fillet welding, the direction of the welding is constantly
changing as the beed.s are bu,ilt up around the hole. In flat
welding the first pass'is .Diade around the edge to fill up
the corner between the edge of the hole and the plate. The
welding electrode should be inclined about 30 degrees,' from
the vertical and about. the normal amount agl1inst the dlreet-
,ion ot weldi~g~ Thespeecl':f:lf.1!,ra.vel should be Just fast
enough to keep the slag trom getting ahead or the arc. The
circular direction ot the weld and the inclination of th$
,rod require con$iderable mantpulation of' the holder to keep
the rod always pointed in the correct direction. The hold-
er must be manipulated ill a ,oircle, the' diameter of whioh
depends on the length of the rod. Bods over twelve inehes
long are very difficult to handle. This technique is neces-
sary to insure full corner fusion, and to make the area of
the weld metal equal to the area of the hole. In small
holes, three-quarters of an inoh or leas in diameter, the
weld metal is deposited around the hole so quickly that 1t
, _, I
lIB very difficult to properly maniPu~ate the ro~~ and the
resulting plugs are not satisfactory. Another factor that
enters is the relation between the size of the hole and the
thickness of the plate. This relat10n must be suoh that the
weld1ng rod can be properly lccllned wlthout touching the
top edse or the hole. The one severe eoom.om10 handicap af
plug welds 1s the necessity of chipping and knooking out
the slag after each pass. The sug$estlon bas been made or
using smaller holes and welding all in one operation by
allowing the 1101ten slag ~o be floated out. This idea wss
tried but with unsatisfactory-results. The weld metal buUds
up like a column in the middle or the hole with the slag
rr,,~ezing around the edges, preventina all fusion between
tme two· pl8tes~, In 'ad4itidnto 'Chipping, th(:) s~.ag must .be
removed trom the hole beto~e further welding ean prooeed.
In maki~g small speelmens in tae laboratory it was a aimple
I
matter to turn them over so the slag fell out, but it is
obviously i~possible to turn a structure over atter every
pass of: welding. 'l~ mske plug welds successfully commer-
oially it see.ms necessary f0r'B welder to WGrk on a series
ot holes at. on~ tiMe and to. be followed by a helper who
Qk1ps the 3lag'til.fi(d b1e-.5 it .o1i1t a.'f·t~(, h~l.es with an air-
hose.
electrode using the maximum. range or reoommended current
was illOst satisfactory' in s'ecurlns th~ best speed and fu-.
slon~ After the first }i)a.ss· around the corner 'between
edges of the hole and plate, the center portion is filled
up 01 the ordinary weaving motion for flat welding. If
the rod does Rot have too heavy a eo.ating and enough heat
is used to float the eages of the deposited slag, these
two operations may possibly be performed continuously •.
This practice should not be attempted it the holes are
large or until the welder is sure that he is not trapping
any slag. Tkese- two passes will build up the plug ab0ut
liS-in. and similar suceeedin.g aeries of' passes will fill
the hole the requIred amount.. 'rne appeara.nce otthe fin-
ished weld can easily be made very good, but it does not
rella" that the weld is necessarily or standard quality,
beCAuse the mo st, impartant part of the weld (the first· two
passes) 8re entirely eovered up.
9The hole tor maklne; a fillet type plug weld should
be somewhat larger tnan for the hole· of the tilled plug
weld. If the weld is going to be a. d.i~tinctly fillet type
the hole should be·large enough so that the lower legs ot
the fillet d.o not overlap one-another. .A. smaller rod. and
less eurrentare necessary than for the rilled pluss.to
keep the weld metal from running down into the center be-
cause the heat 1s concentra.ted on a smallar,ea. Sin.eEl
the fillets are built up in a series of small bead$many
more passes "ill be neoessary than required for the tilled
type. This procedure greatly inCreaBe$ the unit eost or
the deposita¢! weld metal over that of the filled plugs tor
which t~e larger electrodes are used~ The fillet plugs
have a rough irregular oontour and in goneral give· a de-
cidedly unfinished appearance which mig~t have a bad psyoo-
logiaal effect (Flg •. 4). It has been said that these oavi-
ties in fillet plug welds look so bad t11lat they should be
filled with a paste tiller to 1m.prove their appearance.
leld~ng plU5S in the vertlc'6\l pasltioD .offersmal1Y
new difficulties in welding procedure. It has been sug-
gestedthat all ·plugs in the vertical position should be
welded by weaving a heavy bead baok and forth up the face
of'tbe pl.uS. allowing all,the slag to run out and thus
avoid the necess1ty otstopplng .to ehlp anti blowout tbe
"ala"g. .Thi5 method seems to work fairl.y well until the t0P
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of the hole is reached. At this point it becomes itnpoaslble
to get fusion within about 1/8-1n. of the top of the hole on
the face of the plate because the rod cannot oe held close
enough and the intense conoentration of the heat causes the
weld metal to run out ot' the cla,sing crack. A bElttar prac-
tice tor electrodes with the heavier coatings Is to star~ in
the bottom corner and build a bead along the corners up to
the top on both sides, chip the slag and then weave the cen-
ter, filling the plug out in passes Just as the flat plugs
are built up. A 5/32 universal ooated welding rod with di-
rect polarity and average current tor v-ertical welding are
recommended. The vertical plugs have the usual ragged ap~
pearanoe or vertical welds made with heavy coated electrodes.
Another muoh mare economic8,1 procedure for vertical plugs is
possible by using the new type universal electrodes with
lighter ooatings than the old type. A 5/32 rod with direct· '
polarity using a m.uch higher .current than ordinarIly used
for vertical welding 1s reco:mm.ended tar the following pro-
cedure. Start at the top and weld down the corners on each
side ahd then weave up the center similarly to ordinary ver-
tical welding. In welding down it is necessary to travel
fast enough to prevent the slag from running ahead and
.: ...-':$!~(t):tetirtil~~ tat) a~c. . '£fhe high current is necessary to force
the weld metal in the lllpper corner and to melt the deposlt-
eO. slag causing it to· run out, th~s avoiding slag inclusions.
~ 11
It is only necessary to chip the slag wben the welder has
to stop and ohange eleotrO<1es. The last pass shotlld'be
woven with less current and should be carried outside tile
area of the hole to insure a sooooth finish and a water-
tight Joint.
"
The procedure used in. welding the plug weld tension
specimens was the same as used tor flat plugs. Instead of
the weld being tused to another plate it was welded on the
e,nd et a 1-1/2 in. round bal' as sb~wn in Pig. 1.
The eccentriil and concentric tension shear and the
tension plugs were pUlled in the SOO,OOO-lb. capacity Olsen
testing mnchine. lfile ultimate load was recorded. and. the
fracture was examined to determine the type of failure and .
the amount of fusion. The plug and tillet lap Joints .~re
whitewashed to facilitate the observations of the type of
failure and the yield point of the material. They were
also tested in the SOO,OOO-lb. Olsen machine. The compres-
sion shear specimens were tested in 'special testing rigs
. fFig.2) using the 50,OOO-lb. Riehle machine :for the small
specimens and'the SOOfOOO-lb. Olsen fOl' the larger ones.
The ultimate load ,ama ;a.~~:scrlption ,or tbe fraeture 'Was
noted in all cases.
.. ,
Load d'eflaetlon,:. curves tor the eom-
pression shear slot welds ana a tew of the largeJ:, plug,
,-. 12
welds were obtained by l/lO,OOO-ln., Ames dials attaclhed as
shown in Fig., 3~ The slotted plate shear specimens were
'tested in the 50,.OOO-lQ~ Riehle machine with the use of
special clevises.
DIscussION OF RESULTS
A. Effect of Type or fe.at ~pe.c>imens·- .A des-crtp-
tiona! the specimens and results are recorded in ,Table A.
This series ot tests served as a prel~inary study and
formed a basis for the rem.ainder of the progra:m. 'll'hree
l
ditt'erellt types of specimens were used: (1) ecoentric ten-
sion sheer, (2) concentrio tension shear, and (3) cCHlilpres-
sion shesr (Fig.l) to determine the simplest and li\Qst econ-
omical type .. which would give the most practical results.
The other variables studies in this series were the size of
hole and the type ot weld.
In the eccentric tension shear tests the plates are
bent into line by the action of the direct p~ll. This re-
sults in a tension or pullout component on the plug whieh
reduces the ultima.te shear stress as campa.red with tbe two
other types ot specimens. All except the 1-3/4 in. hole
specimens failed in face shear and the plugs were found. to
be co:tnplet'ely· fused to thedJides of the hole and the base
, ..
plate except where' noted in the 'table, Face shear 1s the
smearing actieu that 'takes place along the plane between
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the two plates. The sh$ar area of the filled plugs was as-
sumed equal to the gross area of the hole, anti the average
shear strength computed $n this basl$w8.s 36,500 p.s.i. 'l'1!e
specimens with :1--3/4 in. holes did not fail in face shear
but broke in tension trom the side of the hole and sheared
diagonally .through the plug. The plugs transmit their shear
load to the plate not only by bearing on one slaaor the~
s~ilar to the action of rivets, but also by tension on the
other side because the plug is tused to all sides ot the
hole. It 1s the bearing Which causas the diagonal fracture
of the plug after it has broken trom the tens10nside of the
hole. This indicates that there ma.y be a limiting size of
hole for each thickness ot plate. The shear stress of the
fillet type plug was based on the area. of the fillet fused
into the base plate. This is apparently a. ·correct assump-
tion when the filletste.il in face shear, bU1i t,he 1-3/4 in.
hole was so large that the plug tailed in tension 01'1 the
side of the hole and sheared diagonally .through the plug,
similar to the failure 01' the fillet i type specimens (Fig.5).
In the concentric tension shear tests the tilled
tne plugs feiled in fa.ce shear at an average shear strength
<
of 41,000 p.s.i. Fig.· 6 $bow~. a specimen .hiela :fracturedln
face shear. The ruston can be s~$n to be uniform aad eom~
p1ete over the entire cross-sae~ion of the )1o.1~.The shear
:.. . '" .. ', .
values for fillet plugs are not as uniform as the tilled
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type because of the difficulty in controlling the size of
the weld.
The compression shear specimens failed in face. shear
at an average shear strength of 44·.000 p.s.i. This value 1s
somewhathleher .than later tests of this same type which av-
erage 41.800 p.s.i.· The variatIon might be' blam~don frle.-
tioD between the two. plates since all projecting corners and
edges were ground oft the plates in SUbsequent tests. . The
1-3/4 in. filled plug had a lowershearins strength.which-is
probably due to'progressive failure probably taking place as
. . -
indicated by the oval shape ot the fraetured plug shown in
Fig. 0.· The fillet type speoimens do not show their true
shear value because the test· plates buckeled somewhat during
the test whlchca.uaed bearing triction, a.nd as a result all
the load was not carried in sbear-by the plug. The average
maximum compressive stx-ess in these plates was 32.000 p.s.l.
but the secondary stresses due to the eccentricity probably
caused the buokling. This shows that the plates should be
made thick enough to avoid buckling. The general indioa-
tion from this series is as tollows:
1, Oomplete tace rusion is possible. therefore the
strength or plugs should be based on the shear otthe gross
area of' the hole. -.
2; There is a maximum ratio of the diameter of the
hole to the- tI"ickness of the plate to' insure face shear 1'ail-
ure 1n eccentric tension.
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3. Compression shear specimens can satisfaetorily
replace the concentric tension shear type because they are
more economical and they more clearly indicate the·varia-
tions between specimens.
B. Effect of Type of Weld -- Table B - The fillet
plug arid the filled plug are confusing beoause of the sim-
ilarity in their names. A fillet plug consists of building
a fillet around the circumference of the hole between the
sides of the hole and the base plate, while a filled plug
is simply the solid filling of the hole with weld metal
fusing into the sides of the hole and to the base plate.
The shear strengths of the filled and fillet type compare
favorably on the basis of the welded area on the base plate.
The first two specimens of the Table Bdid not develop the
expe~ted shear strength of the plug because the hole was
too large for the plate thickness~ Under these conditions
the plug failed in tension on the side 0f the hole and
sheared diagonally through the plug (Fig.5). The strength
of the fillet plugs is more variable because ~heir size is
difficult to control. I~ a t~nslon qualification test 1/2-
in. fillets usually fail at about 18,000 Ib perlJneal inch,
while. the ,fillets in· plugs and s.lot welds:showa wide varia-
tion from this strength.
-t
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'fhefilled and fillet welded .slot specimens came
tar from developing the shear strength ot the welded area
in the eccentric tension shear tests. The concentration
ot tenslonom the ends or the longi.tudinal slotswf1s the
primary cause of failure of this type. The plate was not
rigid enough to evenly distribute the load to tae two sides
of the transverse slots and as a result a:ae side 0,1' the weld
failed before the other side developed its ultimatestrength.
This progressive type of failure is the cause of the low
strength values 01' slot welds. It the weld 1s too large tor
the thicknessot the plate. the section of the base plate
tused to the plug 1s likely to tear out. The transverse
filled slot specimen failed in this manner. Transverse slot
welds have their laager axis perpe:ruUcular to the direction
ofloadIng,whl1e longit~dinal slots have their lomger axis
parallel to the direction of loading.
~hls progressive failure was avoided in ~b.e compres-
sion sbear tests beoause 3/4-1n. plates were used with the
slot
same slot and weld sizes asaefore. Transverse/specimens
of the size tested show little advantage over the longitu-
dinal type. Transverse slots have the disadvantage of
causing a greater reduction In the net section or the plate
:": :rr.·'~·' .. , i,
when they areueed i1jl:,combim.:~tioll1 'Wlth··~)'the:r ~~lds. S:lots
and large holes should be avoided in any use wh!ch involves
ten-slon in the connected mem.bers because of this dangerous
t~enaency to'\fard progressive failure.
- 1'1
The usual objection to tilled plugs has been the
idea that the weld would crack due to shrinkage of the
concentrated mass of weld in the plug. This belief is a
survivalot the days when plugs whioh were made or bare
wire, probably oraoked and thus gave plugweldln~ shad
repu.tation. . In. a. stUdy Gf tat.s proble1n, two 1-1/2 in.
.. .
holes in 3/4-in. plates wera filled with weld metal, one
witkesre wlre and. on,s with a modern ooated eleotrode.
The if,e1dsYe,re faced ott, roughly polished, and. etched in
boiling 6N hydrochlorio aoid for fifteen minutes. The weld
made by the coated eleetrode showed no signs of oraoking
while the bare wire weld had oraoked half way around the
edge of the hole. The weld metal of the oovered eleotrodes
was ductile enough to allow plastio flow to partially re-
lievethe shrinkage stresses. Later tests of pure tension
plugs definitely demonstrated that no craoking was present
in covered wire'"' welds. This proves that bare wire plugs
811G\:11d 'be avoided a'nd that there 1s no danger ot cracking
in a plUg with weld llletal from good coated electrodes.•
Although fillet plugs use less weld metal, their
unit shear strength cOlnpareswell with filled pl.ugs. How-
ever, since the other advantages ot filled plugs seem to
make them more desirable, the remalruler '·$f tl:ia invest.i;ga.~'
tion is oonfined tGthe filled type plug. In reviewing
the advantages of tilled plu:gs we tind tha.t they require
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less time to make beoause larger electrodes with high
current can be used. This procedure requires fewer
passes and less slag chipping, and the greater heat pro-
duces better fusion lind reliability. The design is
simpler and the shear strength is more uniform because
the sizeaf the weld is limiteo·tothe size of the hole.
Smaller holes can be used than those required by fillet
welding.
. ,:~.
This is important in lfeld'ing thin plates where
it 1s desirable to mainta.in a. .maximum net .seetlol'i..of the
plate. Finally, filled plugs have much better appearance
than the fillet type of plugs.
The conclusions from this series are:
1. The filled type of plug weld aas many advan-
tages over the fillet type.
2. There Is no danger of the filled plug crack-
ing due to shrinkage when made with modern heavy coated
eleotrodes.
3. Large plu.gs and slots fracture at reduced
shear values because of a tendency toward progressive
failure.
c. Relation Between Size of Hole and Thickness
.of Plate
D. . Relation metween Depth of Plug and Size ot
OF HOLE - (Tables C and D) - These two topics
are so 0108e1y related that they should be discussed to-
gether. The object is to cleterminetlae :most eoonemica1
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ratio between the size of hole to the thickness of the
plate (niT) or between the size ot hole to the depth ot
plug (Dip). The latter 1s synonomus with the former
,.
ratio when the hole is completely filled. The minimum sf
this ratio is limited by the minimum diameter of nole in
agiv6n thickness 'o'f plate that can be successfully weld-
ed•. The max1mumof the· ratio is limited by' the maximum.
diameter ot hole for a'givelllthickness of plate that can
develop the full shear strength of the plug by insuring
faee shear failure.
The primary considera.tion tor economy is to ob-
tain the max~um strength per pound of weld metal. The
secondary consideration is the· cost of tnaking th.e holes
which eould be made by puno111ng,punchlng and reaming,
drilling, and possibly by flame cutting. Tests were made
on drilled holes only, but p·uncnes holes would probably
be satistactory if the plates lald flat on each other.
Since the economy of weld metal increases with the V/T
ratio, providing the plug fails in face shear, our prob-
lem is to find tae limiting maximum ratio of D/T.
1'he action of :plug welds is eonsiderably differ-
ent than the aetion of rivets. Rivets tranSmit their
shear load to the plat's. Gy bearing on the side ot th,fa
...... ' ,.-' ..- .
rivet hole. Since plug weldS are fused on all sides of
_~'-:'. or> ," l,(:
the hole, tlae stress would be trans:d1i"tted to the plate
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by bearing Gn one aide of the hole and tension on the
other side. However, when the plate yields across the
plug section all of the shear load seems to be thrown to
the tension aide ot the hole. This theory is based on
the fact that in tbe eccentric tensiol'l shear tests, tbe
, .....
il1itial.1'a11\1re 1s always at tlil1s point when the niT
ratio 1s too large. Since eccentric tension shear Is
the worst possible condition, all plulS shOUld be designed
accordingly. Tl1~ problem reduces itself to the determina-
tion of the niT ratio whioh wll1 provide enough arEla on
one-half the side of the hole to develop in tension the
shear strength of the plug. This side area Is further
lindted by the uncertainty of securing fusion around the
lower edge of the hole within 1/16 in. of the base plate.
'rhe following theory is proposed to determine the
maximum size hole fora given plate tbiekness when the
hole is eompletely tilled. Shear strength of plu.g .= ten-
sion strength on ene-half the side of the hole.
~ 0 2 40,000 III ~ (T - rt) 60,000
which redu.ces to:
where:
DID diameter of hole
If .. thickness of plate (or pIng depth)
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40,000 0 average shear' strength of plug
60,000 a average tension strength or weld metal
...!"16 = reduotion in tension area due to un-
cer~ainty of fusion
This theory shows that themaxlmum D/T ratio should be
something ~ess than three •.
The minimum diameter of hole for ea.ch tld.ckness of
plate that could be suo:cessf'u.l1y welded "a$ determined by
tests recorded 1n Table C. The welda.bl11ty Qr ability to
get satisfactory fusion, limited the strength of plugs in
1/2-in.plates until the ratio of n/T was incr:eased to 2.4,
A 1-3/4 hole with a n/T ratio of 3.5 did not d.evelop the
entire shear strength of the large area of weld metal be-
cause of a progressive shear failure. Various plate thick-
nesses were plug welded to determine the range of applica-
tion of plug welds and the minimum diameter for weldabil1ty.
The l/4-in. plates required a large (V/Ta 3) ratio tor weld-
ability and even then completely satisfactory result& were
not obtained. The minimum D/T ratio for 1I'&ld81.:1.111;7 de-
creases as the plate thickness is increased 80 that a.l-in.
plate only reqUired a 1-1/2 in. hole (D/Te l.5). A larger
hole seems inadvisable beoause the shear strength seems to
'falloff using a 1-3/4 in. hole because or a tendency toward
progressive failure.
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The series orte.~; recorded in Table D were made to deter-
mine the minlmum ratio of DIp in order to insure face shear
faIlure, where P is the depth ot tilling of the plug. In
com~sslon shear tests all specimens with a DIp ratio of 5
or greater did not develop the shear strength of the plug
but failed by breaking in tenslorl en ·the slaeot the hole
and fraoturing diagonally through the plug. The proposed
limits of nIT ratio were dssigned for eccentric teasion
shear, and as a result the compression shear tests 8.J:,'"60.f}
the oonservative side. The recommended 15/16 hole (Table
Os) tor SIS-in. pla.te was f'oWild to be too small tor good
weldability. A system of using a.larger hole and capping
the plug 1/16-1n. and extending it lIS-in. around the edges
of the hole 'Was employed to provide the additional fused
area 0& the side of the hole. A series or eccentric ten-
sion shear specimens navlng various sized. holes were made
to check the theory. The results plotted in Fig. 7 shoY a
decided peak of efficiency at a nIT ratio of 2.83 which
checks the theQry very well and is on. the ooRservatlve side.
Although complete fusion was secured on all the plugs ~.:
unit shear strength increased up to a 1-1/16 in. hole prob-
ably beeaU,se ot 8. deepetr average penetration. \fll.en the aole
. ,.".\,'. . ':'..... ' ..",' .
s:tze wasincre~sed, theun!t 'shear strength decreased rapid-
ly because of the b1itiel! tension ·failure on the sides of'
the bole.
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The conclusion of this series 1s summarized in
treble Da, in which are tabulated the minimum. and maximum.
diameters of hole for each plate thIckness, ,the minimum
for weldability and the maximum,capable ofdeveloplng the
shear strength of the plug. This table can also be used
to de:termine the amount of fillingot the hole (depth of
plug) 'Where the D/rr rati0 is less tha.n the ma.ximum. allow-
able.
E.' Effect ot Different Brands and Types oflUeo-
trades on the strength ofP'lug 'elds - r;I1a.ble E
The purpose ot this series W'BSto determine tlte variation'
, in shear strength of plugs when various electrodes were
used, ana to determine the cause tor the apparent lower
shear strength ot plugs in relation to shear strength of
we.ld metal. All plug welds that, failed in face shear did
not fraeture in the weld metal. The surface of the frac-
ture extended between 1/32 and 1/16 in. into the base
plate, which was probably the "burnt" zone of metal. This
zone 1s an inherest charaoteristic of all welds. In fusion
welding there is a gradation in the metallic structure from
the casm weld metal to that section ot the plate, at some
sma~1:.: distance f:tom tt!e\fe'la, w111cn rts not ,bea-ted tabGve its
. critical point. This.is the result of the heating of the
metal by the arc and its, Stl0fteqJU.ent cOOli~g. Low carbon
structural steel is not harC1e~ed by this t,~mper1n.g BctioR,
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and It 1s not affected exoept in the ~one where it 1s
heated to a mushy state and the crystals are 1'10ating in
a ltlQ1ten matrix. nen the metal in this zone eools its
physical properties of strength and ductility are consid-
erably less than before, and it Is known as 9burnt steel~.
. .
The V81liatlan in the s'hea:r1ng strength ot pl'tlg welds
made with different electrodes e~tended fram about 42,000 to
50,000 1'- s. i ~ These variations can be at trlbuted to the
quality of t~e weld metal and to the depth of penetration.
The SS'il6 current was used for ·811 electrodes, but th8 elee-
;\trodes with lighter coating probably penetrated deeper than
those produoing a heavy slag. More neat would be needed to
fuse a thick coating and less .ould be available for pene-
tration.. The deeper the penetration, the deeper would be
the surfaoe of "burnt steel" whioh would have a oor~espoBd­
ing greater area and asa result would fracture at a higher
10$4. The effect of depth of penetration could be shown
much better in relation tQ the welding cu.rrent. This method
w8strled in a laterserles ot tests and the results substan-
tiated. the above oonolusions.
To prevent the fracture of the plug im the burnt
zone, e. series ot oOliltinuous pl~a we:re made to insure tae
< .,;~..
shear fracture ot' the weld met·a-l,
; '.
A le,os.tlnt1~r~ls· ~l~g· i,$,m..;<lJ.e
by drilling holes in li>othplatesof the-specimen e~d .the _&14
metal is plaoed in both holes oon'~Jnuouslyt This eor;resJ$Rds
1IIf,
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to a riveted Joint. The strength of all electrodes tested
was increased and com.pares tairlY' well with the sneer
strength or the weld metal as determined by the slotted
plate shear tests.
It is eomewhat easier and taster to weld plugs in
the tlatpositlon with an e,le'ctrod,e whoseslaed0es not
:freeze quickly. A loose srsg alSo .reduoes the time re-
quired to chip it 0l!t.. Th$ dltf-;ereIlc'.fi) !~n the strength 01'
plug welds would probably be reduced when the appropriate
currell'ts are used tor each. The various tests indicate
that plug welds have tlae tendenoy to fracture in the burnt
surface of the fusion zone and results in a 10. shear
strength of plug welds.
F. Plug Welds Uade in. the Vertical Position
Table F .- Plugwalds can be satisfactorily made
in the vertioal position, and their average strength is even
higher than the average strengta of hQrizontal plug welds.
fl'he higher strength can be attributed to the type of eleo-
trode, and the more intense heat than used in welding hori-
zontal plugs. The continuous welding procedure usIng a
. light coated universal electrode and the high current eom-
:monly used for Qvernet.id welding Is necessary to produoe
'cli)mjlete fusion and uniform strength. Tae other desoribed'
...aIding procedure was tried 1l>ut no fusion could be produoed
in tlae upper corner or the hol,e beoause ot the insufficient'
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current to drive the weld m.etal in. Only those testa made
with the co;ntinl1ous procedure are recorded in Table F. In
tilling the hole in the l/Z-in.plate, it was only neoes-
sary to chip the 'slag once and still there seemed to be
little danger or slag inclusions. A smooth tinish of the
. . '
weld can be obtained if' less hestls used $nthe last Pass.
Plug welds might be more economically made in the
vertical than 1n the horizontal position becal1s~ 1ih.eyonly
require ab>out one-halt the chipping and no air hose would
be Reeded to remove the slagchlps.
G. Effeet of Curren.t On the strength and Weld-
ability -- Table G - The amount ot current has
a pronouneed effect on the strength of plug welds. Using
a 3/16 eleo~J1ode the ultimate shear strength varied from
35,000 p.s.i. at 150 amperes td 50.000 p.s.i. at 300 ampe'res.
The intermediate strengths ware in proportian to the amount
ot current. 68 shown in. Fig.S.
This increase in strength with welding current sub-
stantiates the theory that· the ultimat,e shear strength de-
pands tlpon the amount of penetration described in sectioB E.
'fhe inoreased heat deepens and increases the area of the
,1)li1:~nt surfar.ce ottlie fusion ;GIU3 where the plug welds n0r-
.--";.
'mall, fail. The increased strength due to thisetfect will
p:.robab.ly,re;aelil a maxim.. Wlhenthe' shear' strengt.h of the weld
metal itself Is reaChed. The maximum shesr strength devel-
oped'by Ele"'c'trodS A "a850.700 p.s.i.Whie,h wa$ about the
-i
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same as the corresponding values or ultimate shear strength
as obtained on the slotte'd plrat.e speoimens. The 300 amper-
es ourrent was considerably above th.e recOP.iIl'iumded. upper
. 11mit tor thIs 3/16 eleotrode and at this eurrent the rod
melted so fast thEft no higb..er ourrents we,re used in this
series ot tests.
Th·e amount of current has aD il1lpo.rte:t'.ltetfeet on
the weldebility of plug welds. Complete fusion on the
osse plate was secured in all cases, but up to 200 ampere.s
it was difficult toee-our'e f'usioll to the sIdes or tbe hole.
This probablyeauaed 'some eocentricity which would reduoe
the strength ot the ~lug welds made w1th lower ourrents.
Increasing ·the heat to between 200 a.nd ,225 amperes for a
3/16 electrode results in eomplete fusion into'the corners
and on the sld0s or the hole. All other flat plugs were
welded wleth enough heat to give good rusion (200 to 225 am-
peres) so the results s!:lo:uld be interpreted aeeordlngly.
The variation lns~rength of other speoimerts of the inves-
tigation were at least partially due to dif'f'erences In
welding eurrents. The impoX'tant conel1islon is-that the
highest praetleal _aIding current shQuld be used in. order
to develop the she~ s~~ength. of' the weld metal and to In-
sure o:(f).mplete fusIon:
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H. Plug Weld Tension Tests --Table H - The plug
welds for tension tests were made in a hole ot a plate
fusing it squarely on the end of a 1-1/21n. round bar.
This bar was pulled through a 1....3/4 In. hole in 8 plate
bearing on the top head of the testing ma,ohlne as shown
.'
in Fig. :l'.IB: the fl1ledp~:I;ug welds a truncated. cone of
weld metal pulled out of the plug. The lower diameter of
the eone remained on tbe bar and it was equal to the di-
ameter of the plug. The sides of the cone sloped inwards
with an angle or about fifteen degrees from the vertical.
The shear stress was computed on t,he basis of the area of
the sides of the hole filled with weld metal. This is an
approximation, but it seems to berea$Onable for designing
tension plugs. Based on this assumption an ultimate shear
stress of only 26,000 p.s.i. was developed in the l/Z,;"in.
plate speelnlen with 1-S/l6in. holes. Secondary stresses
are probably present which might account tor the low shear-
ing strength. The conoentration of loa.d at the center ot
the plate caused it to derlset noticeably toward the cen-
ter. This bending was avoided. by using a plateane inch
thick with the hole filled only 1/2 in. The one-inch
plate specimen. fractured at a shear stress 01' 36,OOOp.s.
- •~; >/'•• , .'.
I"~ in the weld metal, 'Ph~._,til,le.t.,:pltagsif~h~ered'''~hrOQgh
the throat section at about 14,000 lb per linea1lnch at
fillet, the length at: whioh was based on the 'circumferenC:l9
I1
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of its center of'gravlty~ A l/2-in~ fillet weld will
develop about ~8.000 Ib per lineal ineh in a fillet
~ualificatlon specimen. The results of the tests In
this series were only Indicative and were too limited
to make a definite recommendation as to the design of
tension plug welds.
I. Oompression Shear Tests of Slot. Welds --
Table I - The purp0se Gf this serfes of tests
;. ,
was to determine the variations due to the sizeaBd type
of slot welds. The two types of slots irlvestigated are
those with the longer axis transverse to the direotion of
loading, and those with the longer axis longitudinal with
"tbe direction of loading. Load detlection readings were
taken to show more clearly any possible difference in be-
havior that could Bot be detected from the variations in
the ultimate load. All the specimens railed in taceshear
with remarkable uniformity for each size of slot. The
smaller·slots in the 1/2-tn. plate tailed at lower shear
strengths than the values obtained on the larger slots. in
3/4-in. plate. The thinner plates were not stitf enough to
evenly distribute the 1(4)d ov¢r the entire weld and result-
ed in the, progressive failure as described in Section B.
Thest.r-engt'h and '"the detleetion curves of the la.rger
slots -eompare well with plug welds (Flg.9).The sizes of
slot, studied show no distinct difference b$tween the tralls-
verse and longitUdinal tests as shown 1n l1ig, 10. These
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curves show an elastic limit of about 30,000 p.s.i. for
both slots and plug.:~ welds. The shape and length ot the
curves above the elastic limit show that welds of this
type are remarkably tough and wl11 not rail suddenly.
J. Plug and fillet Lap Joint Tests -- ?able J
The purpose of this series was to determine effectiveness
of plug welds in combination with fillet welds where the
variQus spacing ot the plugs is taken as the width of the
test specimen. This 1s the ideal ease of isolating a sec-
tion of wider joint in which one plug weld is included.
the width of the section being the spacing of the plug·
welds. A oomparison of the distortion of plates oaused by
plug and fillet welds was also studied. Fig. 11 shows two
views of the specimens arranged in the slmle order a.s Table
J. Fillet welds were tested witllontplug welds to deter-
mine the approximate strength added by the plugs.
During testing, all the specimens bent at the joint
so that the ends of the $peCi~eift were along the line of
pull. When tellS fillets were tested without plugs the tree
end of the plate at the joint. bent 'twenty degrees away from
the other Ji>late. This causes a high concentration of stress
at therQot of the f'111e:t,&rild 11'.it!3 ~hestrength :of.the
3/S-1n. fillet to about 12,00'0 lll> per lineal inoh. Orimp-
..•...,..
ins the plates into I1nebenefftethfs 'condition very little
because the weld 1s s,tl;ll ee:oentrrici..lt wa.s believed that
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it a plug weld was added to keep the plates from separating
there would be a tWOfold addition ot strength; the strength
of the plug i tael! and th.e strength added to the fillet by
avoiding the stress concentration at its root. However. in
the lap joint tests the failure took place in such a manner
that Rot even the full' slH~ar_strength or the plug was devel-
oped in all eases. The primaryt'ailure occurred at the plug
well. on the tension side of the hole (the side opposite the
f.illet weld). The cause or this primary failure was due to
-..
the yielding of the plate across the section at the plug
waich resulted in a stress concentration and a failure on
the tension side of the plug. This failure transfers part
of the load oarried by the plug to the fillet .hioh finally
fractures. The plug. then received the load in bearing on
the oompression slde of the- hole and consequently fractures
in shear. If the test plat.e was not w.ide and thick enough.
it fractured before the fille~ ..alo. ac~oss the net hole sec-
tion. This fracture of t:Aeplate occurred beenuse of the
stress concentratioRof the reduced section (Fig.l2).
Plug welds develop their ultimate shear stress in
proportion to the ~unount of stress concentration which de-
pends on the width of' the plate or the spacing of the plugs;
there being o lilly one plug weldin f)seh speeim.en. The £1ve;
and six-inoh wide plates showed a relatively higher ultimate
shearing stress tha.n,a.s1.mple plug weld because of the inac-
curacy in assullliagan ultim.ate strength of 12,000·lb per
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lineal inch for a SIS-in. fillet. This series of tests
indicate that the spaoing ot plugs welds on a line should
not be less than six diameters. Other tests Bot listed
in the table indicate that lftlen the plugs are made om the
opposite side ot the Joint from the fillet, the load car-
ried by the fl11etdoes no~have to be carJ'd.ed.aoI'oas the
net section and the spacing may be somewhat less. These
testa also Indie;titea· that the spac1ngof the plug from
thee fillet should be' about :rour di'f,uueters.
The measurements ot plate distortion due to a com.-
bination of plug and fillet welding 'Nere made an a. series
of :3 by 3/8 in. lap jointed plates, using 1-1/16 plug and
SiS-in. fillet welds. The plugs were welded first and there
was no notlcea'ble or measurable bending out of line. The
plug weld held th6plates togeth.er with a Glamping actloJll..
The fillets were made in the flat position using two passes
of 3/16 in. electrode$_ Fig. 13 shows a straight edge rest-
ing on the top Qf a plug welded spec1menaad there is no
notiQeable bending auto! line. The speelman underneath
fillet
was alSQ/welded and a noticeable bend in the plate can be
seen at the fillet weld. There is little difference in the
bending of the plates Que tot:tle fillet weld if the plates
" t
are clamped tOgether or if they are plug welded. The de-'
fleeticm o.t the tree end seVen in'ones from, thewald measured
:from the original l1lile of tbe plates was epproximately 1/4
".~ , ..';--. -.'~ ~~.. , .
~'
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in. or two degrees. This difference in distortion of the
two types of weldin~ is worthy of consideration. The
general indication of this serie,s of tests tlre ,that plug
welds should be spaced transversely at least.lx diameters
when acting withtillet ...eld$ and about four diameters from
the fillet in order to dev~l~,p 'tl1,e, strengtll ofoothw-eld<s.
,The distortion of plates due to plug welds is much less
than that due to fillet welds.
StJdMAlY AND CONCLUSIO,NS'
1. Oomplete face fusion is possible; that-afore
the strength of plug welds should be based on the shear
of the gross area oitha hole.
2. The filled type of plug welahae 7:li8llY a.d-
vantages over the fillet type.
S. There is R0 danger of the filled plug erac'k-
ing due to the shrinka~e of the weld metal when made with
modern heavy coated electrodes.
4. Large plug and slot weld~ fraet~e at reduced
shea.r va.lues beoause of a tendency toward progressive
failure.
5. There is a minimum size of hole tor eaoh
thickness of plate thatesrr be suocesstully welded~
6. There is 6. maxb1U1i1 size of hole tor each
thickness ot plate capable of developing the full shear
t "'s:~~ength of the plug weld.
I .
7. The face shear failure.of plug welds
ooours in the "burnt steel't surfaoe of the rusion
zone which results in the low shear strength of pluS
welds.
8. The shear strength of the weld ~EJtal
from various brands and types of eleotrodes tested
varied between 47,400 and 53,SOOp.a.i.
9. Plug welds can be ,su'cc6ssfully welded
in a vertical ~osltion.
10. The .Jl1ghest l>~actio8.1 welding ourrent
for the eleetreJlesl3Ji3'EHishould be employed for plug
welds in order to develop the shear.strength of the
. "field metal and to insure' complete fusIon.
11. Plug weld$ are r$Bl.arkably tough and
will not fail sUddenly.
12. ~he distortion ot plates due to plug
welds 1s much less than tbat due t.0 fillet .welds.
13. -the recommended sizes and design loads
for plug welds a.re I'e~orded In. Tamle K.
, ....<..:
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TABLE A
EFFECT 01 TYPE OF TEST SPECIWlilS
"Ecceut.r1c Tension Shear Teats
Elec~ Hole- !'est Plug U'ltimtite Shear
tro4e Dlam. Plate Depth Load stress
30,800 39,2003/16 A 1
3/1a A 1
3xl/.e . 1/2
3xl/2 1/2
Fusion good. l/e~
blow hole in weld
J!\etal.
30,45038,800 Fusion poor on ten-
sion side of hole.
Weld metal porous.
3xl/2 1/23/15 A. 1
3/16 A 1
06,500 42,400 Ma fusiQn, 1/16"
on side ot hole)
lIen blow hole in
, weld m.etal.
3xl/e 1/2 63.90040,800 'Hot tune4 1/16" on
side or hole.
fields slightly
undersize. .
Fusion good. Shear
fracture on one
aida and tension
on other sideot
fillet.
- l!CD - g,)2
4F • Fillet-shear area taken as .'~ ri"
'3/16 A. 1-3/16 4:<1/21/2 ,84; 500 38,100 One plui tailed
before the other.
Good rusion. 3/16 A 1-3/16 ,ul/a l/Z 90,200 40,800
5/32 B 1-3/4 6x1/2 1/27 160,900 40,800
5/32 B 1-3/4 6xl/2 1/21'! 1'13,250 44,100
TABJ..E A (COat' d. )
Compression She&r Tests
Else. Hole Plate Plug Ultimate stress Remttrks
lair rusion on
side ot hole.
3/16'" blowhhole
in center.
Complete fusion.
Complete fusion.
Complete fusion.
Poor fuslonl/16"
on side of hole.
5/32 B 1-3/4 6xl/a 1/2F 89,~OO 45,500 Some digging ot
plates. Shear
failure on one
side and tensloa
on the otlu-;r.
CO.plete fusion.
5/32 D 1-3/4 6%1/2 1/2' 94,600 48,200 Flate started to
bU.ckle. Two-pass
weld. Some slag
inclusions.
Fair fusion.
3/16 A 1 3xl/2 1/2 32,900 41,900
3/16 A- 1 3xl/2 1/2- 33,000 42~lOO
3/16 A 1 3x1/2 1/2 34,600 44.,200
3/16 A 1-3/16 4x1/2 1/2 49,170 44,400
3/16 A 1~3/16 4x1/2 1/2 48,750 44,,100
.3/16 A. 1-3/4 axI/2 1/2 92,000 a8,200
5/32 B 1-3/4 6%1/2 1/2F 97,750 49,600 Plate started to
buokle. Poor fu-
sion on tension
side of hole.
(TABLR B
EFFECT 01 TYPE Oll' WELD
Elec- Type of
trode Spec-
lr.uen
Hole
Shear stress Load per*
Diameter' Plug Ultimate on Nominal Lineelln.
Depth Load Fused Area otFill.t
~'eld8
Remarks
(Failed in tension on
(sl<.le ot hole, and
(sheared dlalOnally(through plug.
)
19,700. Weld oversize
,fa'06 shear failure
14,700 Failed in tension on
end or a10t
Failed in tension on
end of' slot
14,200 Tension tal lure on aide
and shear through throat
~raotured through
base 'plate
17,200 Poor fusion 1/8~ en side
of tension end of slot
Complete fusion
20,600 Complete fusion
Fillet oversize
complete fusIon
14,900 )33,f'JOO
80,000 33,300
72,700 46,200
69,400 38,700
79,700 32,800
06,700 31,000
76,400 31,400
86,900 31,100
92,900 38,200
113,000 40,400
110,900 45,700
11?,000 41,900
1/2'1
1/2
1-3/4
1-3/4
1-1/2 lIeF
1-1/2 1/2
1-1/4 x 2-l/2°s1ot 1/2F
longitudinal
1-1/4 x 2-1/2 slot 1/-;'
long!tutUnal
1-1/4 x 2-1/2' slot 1/2r
transverse
1-1/4 x 2-1/2 slot 1/2
transverse
O.B. 1-1/4 x 2-1/2 slot 1/21
longitudinal
0.6. 1-1/4 x 2-1/2 810t 1/!
lonaitUd1nal
0.8. 1-1/4 x 2-1/2 slot 1/2F,
transverse
0.8. 1-1/' x 2-1/2 slot 1/2
transverse
5/32 B I.T.S.
3/16 fA I.T.S.
3/32 B :1.'1'.8.
3/16 A E.T.S.
5/32 B E.T.S.
3/16 A E.T.S.
5/32 B .1£.'1".5.
3/16 A 1.'1'.S.
5/32 13
3/16 A
5/32 B
3/16 A
* Lensth of fillet based on the length of ita center or gravity.
° Ends of slota $$ai-$lroular with a radius ot 5/e~ln.
TABLE C
EFFECT OF SIZK OF IfJ LEAND THIOKNESS 0 .f PLATE·
CompressIon Shear Tests
Hole Test Plug Ra~loU1timate Shear
Diem. Plate Depth D/P Load StrossD p.
Remarks'
7/8 3xl/4 1/4 3.5 22,850
·1-1/8 4x3/8 3/e 3.0 . 39,800
1-1/8 4x3/6 3/8 3.0 41,3()O
143/16 4,XI/2 1/2 !.4 46,,300
1-1/4 U5/a .5/6. 2.0 52,100
1-1/4 4x5/8 5/8 2.0 50,eOO
1-1/2 fix3/4 1/2 3.0 78,100
I-l/Z 6%:3/4 1/2 3.0 78,800
1-3/4 1x6 5ie 2.6 g9,300
1-3/4 lx6 5/8 2.8 94,000
-'. 1/2 4xl/2 1/2 1.0
3/4- 4xl/2 l/B 1.5
3/4 4Xl/2 1/2 1.5
1 4xl/a 1/2 2.0
1 4%1/2 1/2 2.0
·l-s,Aa 4x1/2 1/2 2.4
1-3/4 6xl/2 1/2 3.5
J '"-:J/4 3x1/4 1/4 3.0
6,600
17,20Q
16,900
31.550
46,aoo·
g~.OOO
17,170
·33,600 Poor fusion OD aides
. and bottom. of bol$-
SS,900 Poor fusion 1/16"' on
side & bottom erh01e
38,300 Poo:r fusion 9/1f/' OD.
side It bottom. at hole
39,500 Poor fusion 1/16" on
;g1d~ of bole
40,100 lralr tusion 1/16" on
side or hole
41.800 Averageof:& n\Ul'lber
38,200 Poor fusion l/lan on
. aide or hole
3a,800 l"usioti on.:bottom \:>nt
not 1/8" on side ot
hole
38,000 No fusion i/io n . on
aide or hole
4Q t 100 Poor flislol'1 1/16tl on
side ot hole
41,600
41,'800 Averag$
42,500 Poorftnslon on side
of hole in spots
41,300 Poor t\.lslon lIen on
aide of bole
44,300 Complete fusion
44,500 Complete fusIon
41,300 Complete fusion
3~,!OO Good fua!on.We14 met-
al slightly porous
3/16 A Electrode used tor all welds
TA.BU D
nELATI0H BETWEEN DEPTH or PLUG AND SIZE OF !TOL!
Compreaelon Shear Tests
:... Hole Test Plug Uatl0 Ultimate Shear
Dimn.. Plate Depth DIp Load stress Be.ll'u.\rks
D p
,
15/16 3xS/e 3/8 2.5 39,600 P"oor fusion 1/16"'" .~"i',27,500 on
side ot hole
IS/16 3x3/8 1/4 3.7 27,'100 40,100 Poor tuaion l/l6!f on
side or hole
15/16 3'1.3/8 3/16 5.0 28,700 41,500 Poor fusion 1/16" on
~ side ot hQle. Frac-
tured diagonally
throUgh pl.c18
l-l/S 4xa/e 3/a 3.0 39,600 40-,100 Poor fUsion 1/16" on
side or hole
1-1/~ 47:3/9 a/a 3.0 41,300 41:600 Good fusion
1-1/8 4x3/8 3/16 6.0 38,500 38,800 Tension fa11ure on
sIde of' h'J) Ie.
.
1-1/8 4xiit/8 3/16 6.0· 39,520 39,700 Tension 'ailure Oll,
.side of hole
1-1/e 4x3/e 1/8 9.0 23,000 23,100 :Fraotu.red d.iagonally
thl'Ough plug
1-1/8 4xS/S 1/8 9.0 38,500 32,700.Fraetured diagonally
throUSh plUS
1-3/16 4x1/2 1/2 2.4 45,000 40,600 Good fusion
1-3/16 Ul/a 5/16 3.8 43,160 39,100 Poor fusion on side
or hole in spots
1-3/le 4xl/S 3/16 6.3 45,500 41,200 000<1 fusion
1-8/10 4xl/! .1/S- 9.5 24~400 22,100 Fractured diagonally
through plug
1-1/4 4txe/a ~/e 2.0 50,600 41,300 Poor rusion l/Btf on
slde or 13:01.
1-1/4 4x5/e 1/2 2.5 51,000 4),.,600 Poor fusion 1/16" on
siele or hole
1,,1/4 4I5/8 3/8 3.3 49,900 40,700 Poor fusion l/sn om:
aiae of hole
1-1/4 «5/6 1/4 5.0 45,300 37,000 Plug broke 1m tension
trom aide
D Plate
TA.BLE D (Cont t d. )
Bccentrio Tension Shear
P D/P Load Stress
•
7/8 4x3/8 7/16* 2.33 23,400 38,900 complete tualon
1 4%3/8 7/16* 2.67 31.200 39,800 COmplete fusion
1-1/16 4%3/8 7/16* 2.83 35, '100 40,300 Complete rusion
1-1/8 4x3/8 7/16* 3.00 . 37.tiOO 37.g00 COMplete rusion
1-1/4 4x3/6 7/16* 3.33 . 42,000 34,200 Complete f'usion
Szall tear on tensIon
aide at hole .
1-3/8 4x.3/8 7/16* 3.67 4~,400 31,400 CODlplete fusion
Failed on tension
sid.e or hole
3/16 A Electrodes used tor all welds .
* Plu!s OBpp$d 1/16"
'f.ABLE D( a )
RECO!lM:.~ED LIMITS OF no LE DIAMftERS l"OR ,PLATE THICKNESS
Plate Thiokness
or Plug Dep~h
inches
Minimum Hole
Diameter for
le1dabil1ty
inohes ¥Ratio
Uaxtmum Hole Diameter
to Develop Shear
Strength of Plug
1(n- T - 16)3
~-~~-~-,~-~~-~-~~~--~~
inohes ~ Ratio'
1/4 3/4 3.0 9/16 2.2
5/16 'Ie 2.8 3/4 2.4
3/8 1 2.8 15j16 2.5
'1/16 1-1/16 2.4 1-1/e 2.6
1/2 1-1/e 2.3 1-5/16 2.6
9/16 1-3/16 2.1 1-1/2 2.7
5/8 1-1/4 2.0 1-11/16 2.7
3/4 1-3/6 1·.8 2-1/16 2.'
1 1-1/2 1.5 2-13/16 2.8'
TABLE E
EFFECT OFDI'FERENT nRANDS AND TYPES or ELECTRODES
ON THE STRENGTH OF PLUG 'iUDS
-Oompression Shear Test s
Electrode HolaDlam.
Test Plug Olttmate Shear
Plate l"ll1~Q Load Sttess Remarks
Simple Plugs
---- ........_.... -.._-
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
3xl/2
3x1!2
4x1/2
4%1/2
33,760 34,000 )(Forous weld and
{no rusion 1/8'~
44,300 4O~OOOH~n side ot hole.
46,300 41,600 A.ver.of a number
46,310, 41,800 Deep tracture in
base plate
1-3/16 4xl/2 1/2 46,080 41,700 Poor tusion l/l~
on side ot hole
1-1/8
1-3/16
1-3/16
1-3/16
5/32 bare
5/32 bue
3/16 A
3/16 B
3/16 B
3/16 C
3/16 C
3/16 D
3116 D
1-3/16 4xl/2
1-3/16 4x1/a
1-3/16 4xl/2
1-3/16 4Xl/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
3/16 E
3/16 E .
--_._....__._,-- ..._--_....
Continuous Plugs
--_._----,_..._--_...
3/16 A' 1-3/16 6x1/2 1< 49,600 44,800 1/8~ hole in
weld metal
5/32 B
3/16 C
3/16 D
a/16 E
1-3/16 exi/e 1
1-3/16 6xl/2 1
1-3/16 ox1/2 1
1-3/16 6x1/2 1
55,200 49,eOOComplete fusion
58,600 53 ,000 Complete tusloB
55,800 50,400)(Weld metal
( somewhat
57,800 52 p 200)( porous
TABLX E (Cont'd.)
Shear Test of Weld Metal in Slotted Plate Specimens
Electrode Ultimate stress Remarks
A 9.640 47,BOO Nomlntll dimensions
A 10,320 50,400 of shear area or
B 9,610 4',"400 1/3 x 3/8 were
C 10,276 53,700 corrected
D 10,860 53,aOO tor
E 10,170 53,000 variations
i"
"
- -
- - - - ~ ~ - ~ .~ - ~
Desoription of Types ot Electrodes
Type Brand. Use Slag Produoed
1 1 Flat He&vy and loose
B 1 Horizontal Fillets Heavy and Loose
C 1 !i1gh Strength 0.5 No Hea,vy and Loose
D 2 Univeraal L!ghll and TIght
.,. E 3" Un1....ersa.l Light and Tight
F 4 Universal Vert light and tight
TABLE :r
PLUG WELDS MADE IN THE VERfICAL POSITION
Compression Shear Teats
Elee- HOle Test PluS" Ultimate Shear
trode Dlam. Plate Filled Load stress "" Remarks
5/32- F 1-3/16 4%:1/2 1/2 48,500 43,900 Complete Fusion
5/32 F 1-3/16 4xl/2 1/2 48,400 43,800 Small Slai In-
clusion in oenter
5/32 F 1-3/16 4xl/2 1/2 48,300 43 ,600 ield Metal sOfJe- "
what porous
5/32 D 1-3/16 4xl/2 1/2 49,900 45,200 Weld lIetal some-
what poroV8
'I'ABtEO
EFlPECT OJ' CURRENT ON STRDGTH AND lrELDABILI,.y
Compression Shear Tests
Elec- Welding Hole Test Ultimate Shear
trode Current Diem. Plate Load stress Remarks
03/16 A 150 1-3/16 4xl/2 39,100 35.300 Poor Fusion l{4"
oneiae of ho e
a/l6A 175 1:"3/16 u1/2 41,700 37,'00 Poor Fusion l/S"
on side of hole
3/16 A. 200 1-3/16 4xl/2 44,700 40,400 Poor Fusion 1/16'"
on side of hole
'3/16 A 225 1-3/16 4Xl/2 47,200 42,700 Complete Fusion
3/16 A 250 1-3/16 4xl/a 49,000 44,300 Complete Fusion
3/10 A 275 1-3/16 4x1/2 53,000 47,900 complete FUsion
3/16 A 300 1-3/16 4xl/2 56.100 50,700 Complete FusIon
TABLE Ii
PLUG WELD TEN~3IO Ii ~.ESTS
Eleo- Hole. Plate Plug Ultimate' Shear
trode Dlam. Th1ok- Filled Load stress
ness
Remarks
3/16 A 1-3/16 1/2
3/16 A 1-3/16 1/2
3/16 Al-3/B 1
3/16 A 1-3/8 1
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
46,30025,800* Complete Fus10n
Truncated Cone
Fraoture
49.200 26,300· Complete 1Usion
Truncated Cone
Fracture
78,300 30,200* Complete Fusion
Trunoated COne
Fracture
78,000 36,100· 3/16u blow hole
on side. Trun-
cated Cone
Fracture
5/32 B 1-1/4 1/2 1/2 F 39,400 13, '1000 GOod .Fusion
Irregu1ar·1rrac-
ture
5/a2 B 1-1/4 1/2 1/2·J! 42,800 14, 700 Q Good Fusion
Sheared Through
ffbroat Section
. lit Shear stress basad on the area ot tbe sldesot the hole •.
o Ultimate loed per inch of fillet weld.
TABLE I
OOUPHESSION SHEAR TESTS OF SLOT WELDS
Spec- Slo1S test Plug stress at Ul1l1~ata·i.en Width Length Area Plate Filled Elastic Remarks
No. in. sq.1n. in. in. Limit Load stress
SLl 1-S/10 !-3/16 2.30 6xl/2 1/2 '25,000 aa,900 38,600 Coruplete fusion
SL2 1-3/16 2-3/16 1.30 6xl/2 1/2 215,000 89,000 88.,700 Completa fusion
BTl 1 ...13/16 2-3/16 2.80 611/2 1/2 25,000 91,200 39,700 Oomplete ruston
9'.f'2 1 ..3/16 a-3/16 2.30 6xl/}3 lIz 26,000 90,800 39,500 Complete fusion
SL3 1-1/4 2-1/2- "2.79 6:X3/4 l/a 30,000 113,000 40,400 Complete fusion
SL4 1-1/4 2-1/B 2.79 tJxS/4 1/i, 30,000 118,600' . 42,400 Deep fracture
in weld metQ1
ST3 1-1/4 '2. ...1/2 2.79 6x3/4 lia :30,000 114,000 40,800 Complete fusion
ST4 1-1/4 2-1/2 '2.79 6Jt3/4 1/2' 30,000 117,000 41,900 complete fusion
Ends ot slot rounded to diameter equal to the w1dth
S/ll type A e1ect~~de u$ed throughout, we1dtid in flat position
L in $peclmen D\unber M$anS elotlongltudlna1 to load plane
T in speoimen D.unaber :in$alla slot transve:i.·ae to ·1084 plane
-.(. ..
-..
T.ABLE J
PLUG AND .gIl~L!T :J,.AP JO1M TESTS
1/2 crimped - 1-1/S 4x3/8 52,000
W$1c:1:3 .
76,000 117,000 122,300
90,000 94,000 109,600
42,GbO 68,000 74,300
50,000 60,800 83,400
33,000 47,000 50,500
. Scallng Yi'ld '~l·tFillet on Plug e r"u n
Section or Plate
. Fracture
Plates straightened
·into line of pull
-- Crimp pUlled out
straight
25,OOO)(Plug e~aeked on te~(side. plate failed
~2,300)(aeros$ hole section
crl_.p.· pulled out
straight into line
34,300 Plug tailed in ten-
slon & plate tailed
8CrO$S hole seotion
30,906 Plug cracked on ten~
aion side and plate
failed
50,700 'illet snd plug
broke together
50,000 l1lletand plug
failed together
25,500 . Plug in tonsion and
. fillet together
35,700 Plug sheared & 1'11-
let failed together
14,600 Plug failed in ten-
sion on side ot hole
'78,'100
52,700
46,500
'12,800
70,1,)0
51,000
82,100
Ultimate Shear stressDeveloped
l ..oad In Plug
....
59,200
51,000
48,500
59,000
.49,000
--
47,400
34,000
28,000
4x3/e
4x3/8
4x3/8
4X3/a
4x~'/8
4.xs/a
none
Plug
straight 1-1/e
orimped
straight. none
straight 1-1/6 6x3/8
straight 1~1/a 5x3/8
etraigbt 1-1/8 4xS/8
tilletm l-l/e 4x2/S
opposite side of plug
-straight 1-1/8 3x3/8
straight 1-1/8
crlmpedl-l/e
. crimped none
Plates
izlches
6 1/2
5 1/2
4 1/2
4 1/2
;3 1/2.
4 3/8
4 3/8
4 3/S
" 3/e
4 1/2
4 1/2
. Width Thick-
. nesa
Shear stress on plug computed on basis or ultimate of 12,000 1b per in. tor
. 3/S fillet weld in ec~.ntrlQ tltnslon
Electrode A used tor all welds
'lABLE It
RECO~ENDED SIZE ANi) DESIGN LO ADS 1:1'0 R FLUG WELDS
Plate Hole 0 Depth of Design
'llhlckness Diameters - Plug LoadoT~
1/4 3/4 .:3 1/4* ; i-t 5,000
5/16 7/e '2.f 5/16· II 6,800
3/8 1 2,1 3/a * II a,smo'"..
'1/16 1-1/16 7,~ 7/1&* u 10,000
1/2 1-1/8 -zLa.. 7/15 <-I:.. 11,200
t 9/16 1~3/16 7,1 1/2 l\ 12,500
5/6 1-1/4 'Z. 1/2 13,500
3/4 1-3/8 I.r 9/16 ,. 16,BOO
1-1/Z'
,. WIle 20,000 1/.1 1, ~ II
,
". Should be capped l/16lf extending 1/8'~ around
outsid$ edge or hole.
. Co~:"IM~eI '-"'~I~'J
o hs......e-m- American Welding Society deolgn shear
stress of 11.300 p.s.i.. over tho area ot
the hole.
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